Municipal Fixed Income
Quarterly Market Commentary

Fourth Quarter 2016

Key Themes
• Municipal bond performance was negative for the fourth quarter, as the S&P Municipal Bond Index returned -3.30%. For the
year, the Index return was 0.77%.
• Rising interest rates across the term structure primarily drove weaker performance. Among our Municipal Fixed Income
portfolio mandates, short-duration portfolios performed best for the fourth quarter and for the year overall.
• The yield curve steepened during the quarter, with rates across the 5- to 30-year part of the curve rising significantly faster than
2-year rates.
• Municipal credit quality remained stable despite rating actions that acknowledged long-standing credit stress among some
large issuers.

Municipal Market Review
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Municipal bond performance for the
Return
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Total Return Price Return Interest Return
quarter was negative, as the main S&P
Municipal Bond Index returned -3.30%
Main
-3.30%
-3.85%
0.55%
0.77%
(Table 1). Benchmark rates continued to
Intermediate
-3.51%
-4.02%
0.51%
0.16%
rise throughout the term structure, which
pushed total returns negative, reversing
Short-Intermediate
-1.96%
-2.34%
0.38%
0.05%
almost all of the gains posted earlier in
the year. AA and A credit spreads were
Short
-0.62%
-0.92%
0.30%
0.37%
largely stable while BBB spreads widened
back to where they were at the end of
Source: Standard and Poor’s
the first quarter. For the year, index
returns were only slightly positive, with
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the S&P Short Index performing the best,
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SIFMA
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30 Yr
at 0.37%. The rise in municipal rates
3/31/16
0.40%
0.67%
1.07%
1.70%
2.14%
2.69%
was broad-based, but most notably in
the 5-year to 30-year area of the curve
6/30/16
0.41%
0.58%
0.89%
1.35%
1.66%
2.02%
(Table 2). The slope of the municipal yield
curve continued its steepening trend, as
9/30/16
0.84%
0.82%
1.02%
1.51%
1.91%
2.31%
measured by the 2-year and 30-year rate.
12/31/16
0.72%
1.21%
1.79%
2.31%
2.63%
3.04%
Both 2-year and 30-year yields rose, but
the overall slope increased to 183 basis
Quarterly change
-12 bps +39 bps +77 bps +80 bps +72 bps +73 bps
points (bps) from 149 bps in the third
quarter (Table 3). Year to date, the curve
Annual change
+71 bps +44 bps +53 bps +39 bps +33 bps +22 bps
has nonetheless flattened slightly from
its starting point of 205 bps in January. On Source: Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg
a duration-weighted basis, total returns
Municipal Yield Curve Slope
TABLE 3
would have favored short portfolios for the
quarter. Increased rates had the greatest
12/31/15
3/31/16
6/30/16
9/30/16
12/31/16
impact on the longer tenors of the term
2-year rate
0.77%
0.67%
0.58%
0.82%
1.21%
structure. Relative to Treasuries, 10-year
municipal bonds were unchanged in the
30-year rate
2..82%
2.69%
2.02%
2.31%
3.04%
fourth quarter compared to the third
quarter, with the ratio steady at 95%
Slope
2.05%
2.02%
1.44%
1.49%
1.83%
(Table 4 , Page 2). However, this apparent
stability concealed volatility that occurred Source: Thomson Reuters
after the November election, resulting in
the 10-year municipal yield rising to 107% of Treasuries before reversing course at quarter-end. Investors were concerned that
some of President-elect Donald Trump’s policy initiatives could have an adverse effect on municipal-bond valuation.
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The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) met two times during the quarter
and increased its short-term rate guidance, taking the federal funds rate target
range from 0.50% to 0.75% at its December meeting. Following the FOMC’s
decision, the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA)
swap index rose from 0.57% to 0.72% at the end of the quarter.
Municipal supply totaled $103.99 billion in the fourth quarter, an increase of
21.6% from the $85.53 billion issued in the fourth quarter of 2015. October
and November drove the quarterly gains as both months’ supply was well
above that of October and November 2015. Until the November election and
subsequent rate hike, refundings were a driving force behind issuance. Postelection, however, refundings dropped 39% in December. Nevertheless, total
supply for 2016 was a new record of $444.79 billion, 2.7% above the old record
of $433 billion set in 2010.

Municipal Risk Premiums
While overall municipal credit remained steady, there
were some rating actions that reflected continued
credit stress among large issuers. Credit risk
premiums widened with 10-year credit spreads for
A-rated bonds and BBB-rated bonds widening by 4
and 11 bps, respectively. AA-rated spreads tightened
slightly by 3 bps. Accordingly, 10-year credit spreads
in the A- and BBB-rating categories ended the
quarter at 57 and 92 bps, respectively, above the
corresponding 10-year AAA rate (Table 5).

Notable Credit Events in the Quarter

TABLE 5
Date

TABLE 4

Municipal to Treasury Yield Ratios
10-year Ratios

3/31/16

0.95

6/30/16

0.91

9/30/16

0.95

12/31/16

0.95

Source: Thomson Reuters

10 Year Municipal Credit Spreads
AA

A

BBB

3/31/16

20 bps

52 bps

92 bps

6/30/16

24 bps

53 bps

78 bps

9/30/16

23 bps

53 bps

81 bps

12/31/16

20 bps

57 bps

92 bps

Quarterly change

-3 bps

+4 bps

+11 bps

Annual change

+1 bps

+4 bps

-4 bps

Source: Thomson Reuters
In October, S&P downgraded Illinois General
Obligation (GO) to BBB from BBB+ citing continued
weak financial management and pressures related to pension funded levels. The Appropriation-level rating fell to BBB-, the
lowest investment grade rating. Strikingly, both ratings are now below S&P’s rating on Chicago GO’s at BBB+.

New Jersey’s GO rating was downgraded by S&P from A (Negative) to A- (Negative) in November. Concurrently, the state’s
Appropriation rating fell to BBB+ (Negative) from A- (Negative). The catalyst for the downgrade was concern that the state’s
persistent structural imbalance and unfunded pension liabilities would worsen over time resulting from the state’s attempt to
replenish the Transportation Trust Fund in a revenue neutral manner. The state increased the gas tax rate, while cutting the sales
tax rate, which is expected to cost the state’s general fund $1 billion per year in sales tax revenue through fiscal year 2021.
New Jersey exercised its option to take over Atlantic City’s finances, significantly reducing the possibility of a near-term default on
the city’s debt. For up to the next five years, the state now has the ability to renegotiate union contracts, sell city assets, and could
consider outsourcing some city functions to Atlantic County.
On November 30, S&P affirmed Connecticut’s AA- GO rating but revised the state’s outlook to Negative from Stable, citing
projected growth in fixed costs. The rating outlook action preceded a $320 million refunding deal set to price the first week
of December. The fiscally challenged state has consistently appeared in our monthly commentaries given its volatile revenue
collections, growing expenditure pressures, and underfunded pensions.
In December, the city of Dallas, Texas was downgraded by Moody’s from Aa3 to A1 with the rating under review for further
downgrade. The catalyst for the downgrade of the ninth-largest city in the U.S. was increasing concerns about the growing
unfunded liabilities in the city’s pension funds. While pension benefits cuts and increased city funding seem almost inevitable,
the city will most likely have to tap into its tax-raising capacity to provide money for additional pension funding.
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Also, the Chicago Board of Education went to market with a new credit structure for a $500 million bond issue that garnered an A
rating from Fitch, eight notches above its B+ GO rating level. Fitch based its opinion on structural features that it presumed would
insulate this program from any bankruptcy risk related to the Board of Education.
Following a review prompted by the passage of the Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act (PROMESA),
Fitch downgraded the rating on Guam’s Business Privilege Tax (BPT) revenue bonds 5 notches to BB from A in late December. The
rating reduction to below investment-grade territory reflects the agency’s view that, despite having no bearing on Guam, the passage
of PROMESA represents a potential path to bankruptcy that was not previously contemplated. As such, Fitch no longer believes that
the BPT bonds can support a rating distinct from that of the general obligations of Guam based on BPT security features.

Looking Ahead
While exogenous forces are likely to play a role in generating short-lived periods of volatility, we feel that technical factors remain
favorable for municipal bonds in the first quarter of 2017. Potential for federal tax policy changes could reduce the attractiveness
of tax-exempt income. At the same time, possible regulatory changes to the Dodd-Frank legislation could improve market
liquidity and demand for municipal debt. Raised inflation expectations will also influence the overall level of interest rates as the
financial markets weigh the probability of more tariffs and large-scale infrastructure spending. Market reactions to all of these
factors could generate near-term volatility early in the year before there is more clarity about specific policy measures. However,
technical factors will also set the tone for fund flows and municipal rates. The increase in municipal interest rates since the
presidential election means that the municipal market will enter 2017 relatively attractive compared to Treasuries, potentially
limiting downside risk and setting the stage for outperformance relative to other fixed income sectors.

If you have questions regarding this commentary, please contact Jamie Horn, Portfolio Specialist, at
Jamie.Horn@pnc.com or 215-585-6864.
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This publication is for informational purposes only and reflects the current opinions of PNC Capital Advisors, LLC. Information
contained herein is believed to be accurate, but cannot be guaranteed. Opinions represented are not intended as an offer or
solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security and are subject to change without notice. Statements in this
material should not be considered investment advice, a forecast or guarantee of future results. To the extent specific securities
are referenced herein, they have been selected by the author on an objective basis to illustrate the views expressed in the
commentary. Such references do not include all material information about such securities, including risks, and are not intended
to be recommendations to take any action with respect to such securities. Indices are unmanaged, do not reflect the deduction
of any fees normally associated with an investment management account, including investment advisory fees. Indices are
not available for direct investment. This publication has been prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial
situation or needs. Before acting on this information, you should consider its appropriateness having regard to your objectives,
financial situation or needs. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This publication is the property of PNC Capital
Advisors and is intended for the sole use of its clients, consultants, and other intended recipients. It should not be forwarded
to any other person. Contents herein should be treated as proprietary information. This material may not be reproduced or
used in any form or medium without express written permission.
PNC Capital Advisors, LLC is an SEC-registered investment adviser, offering an array of investment strategies. PNC Capital
Advisors, LLC is a subsidiary of The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.
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